Powering authentication

How FIDO technology and StarSign® security solutions
make a difference for your business

The building blocks for any security solution.

Introducing the StarSign® portfolio

The StarSign® portfolio, from Giesecke+Devrient, is the perfect way to provide secure access to your business. Every product in the StarSign® portfolio can help your business access to cutting-edge FIDO-enabled security to protect every aspect of your business operations. Every product in the StarSign® portfolio can help your business access to cutting-edge FIDO-enabled security to protect every aspect of your business operations.

Benefits of the StarSign® portfolio

- Access to secure parking area
- Individually provide physical and digital access
- Enforce higher levels of security
- Allow access on the move
- Secure mobile authentication
- Biometric authentication
- Multi-factor authentication
- Easy plug and play setup
- Hardware created to reduce the edge interoperability

Product information

- Software Authenticators
- Key Fobs
- Cards
- Software

About Giesecke+Devrient

Giesecke+Devrient is a global security technology company and a world-leading provider of solutions and products for the secure production, distribution, and revocation of all kinds of identifiers. Our solutions, developed in close cooperation with our customers, protect the transactions and data of people and machines, the identity of people and objects, as well as digital infrastructures.
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Prinzregentenstrasse 159, 81677 Munich
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How FIDO technology and StarSign® security can make the difference for your business

In our physical and digital world, security is ever more important. The technology that protects you and your assets today is, in many ways, already driving your business forward. Security is the foundation of your enterprise, and as such it needs to be future-proofed. The fact that your enterprise already uses FIDO for authentication and biometric authentication as a starting point gives you a huge advantage over your competitors. Our solutions implement FIDO and biometric authentication for multi-factor authentication (MFA) and as a starting point for secure access. And if you want, we can take the next steps and introduce the highest levels of security.

The building blocks for any enterprise security solution is the following. FIDO and biometric authentication are the building blocks for your security solution. G+D’s solutions can be extended to meet your requirements.

Powering authentication

FIDO offers a simple solution for authentication and onboarding, and StarSign® is your key to the future of security.

The StarSign® portfolio, from Giesecke+Devrient, is the perfect way to provide your customers with a secure and convenient solution. The StarSign® portfolio offers a variety of options, from key fobs and cards to wearable devices such as the wristband. Start by implementing StarSign® FIDO with biometric authentication and see how it can make a difference for your business.

Introducing the StarSign® portfolio

The StarSign® portfolio offers a variety of options for authentication and biometric authentication. G+D offers a range of products such as key fobs, cards, and wearable devices. StarSign® FIDO is a hardware-based cryptographic engine that allows for secure multi-factor authentication with biometric data. It can be used in a variety of scenarios such as physical access control, cashless payments, and mobile payments. It is ideal for situations where you need a quick and secure authentication method. StarSign® FIDO is a hardware-based cryptographic engine that allows for secure multi-factor authentication with biometric data. It can be used in a variety of scenarios such as physical access control, cashless payments, and mobile payments.

Benefits of the StarSign® portfolio

- Simple and secure multi-factor authentication
- Biometric authentication
- High level of security
- Easy and convenient use
- Customizable and adaptable

About Giesecke+Devrient

Giesecke+Devrient (G+D) is a global security technology group headquartered in Munich. As partner to organizations with highest demands, G+D engineers innovative solutions that provide unbeatable security for people, places, and both physical and digital assets – that also ensure convenience and the fostering of secure communications and digital payments. For the current year, the company expects a turnover of 2.31 billion euros with around 11,500 employees. G+D’s solutions are implemented in many different real-world scenarios, at home, at work and on the move. G+D was founded in 1852. In the fiscal year 2020, the company generated a turnover of 2.31 billion euros with around 11,500 employees. G+D is represented by 15 subsidiaries and joint ventures in 25 countries. For more information, please visit www.gi-de.com.
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40% of companies are expected to introduce biometric authentication in the next 2-3 years

86% of respondents agreed that biometric authentication is more convenient than passwords

76% of respondents said they would be more likely to use their mobile phone for transactions if biometric authentication was available

40% of respondents said they would be more likely to use their mobile phone for transactions if biometric authentication was available

66% of respondents said they would be more likely to use their mobile phone for transactions if biometric authentication was available

G+D’s StarSign® Wristband is a truly multi-purpose wearable. A simple tap on an NFC reader is enough to open the door, open a car, or make a purchase. The StarSign® portfolio, from Giesecke+Devrient, is the perfect way to provide your customers with a secure and convenient solution. The StarSign® portfolio offers a variety of options, from key fobs and cards to wearable devices such as the wristband.
How FIDO technology and StarSign® security can add the difference for your business

Using FIDO makes it easy to secure physical and digital access, from home, at work and on the move.

FIDO security is in use on billions of devices, from smartphones to desktops, and is trusted by banks, governments, and enterprises around the world. FIDO uses biometric authentication and security keys to provide strong passwordless authentication for physical and digital access. It is also open source, so that more vendors can implement and support it.

G+D’s StarSign® portfolio

StarSign® Wristband

A multi-purpose wearable. A simple tap on an NFC reader is enough to open doors. The StarSign® FIDO Wristband is a hardware token device with a stylish round shape and coin-like dimensions and an uncomplicated sensor integration. The wristband is 100% waterproof and can be customized out of the box. It is fully flexible and is equipped with a biometric fingerprint sensor. For multi-account scenarios, supports enrolment of up to 20 fingers. The biometric fingerprint sensor ensures that only trusted individuals can access accounts.

StarSign® Key Fob

A hardware security key with robust construction. The StarSign® FIDO Key Fob is a hardware token device with a stylish round shape and supporting multiple credentials. The key fob is touchless, easy plug and play, and multi-account. The StarSign® FIDO Key Fob is a passwordless solution for a variety of situations like secure desktop authentication and multi-account scenarios. The key fob typically uses fingerprint scanners or retinal readers. Biometric fingerprint authentication to authenticate identity – data about an individual, typically use fingerprint scanners or retinal readers. FIDO technology alongside biometric authentication, may be the key …

StarSign® Card

The StarSign® FIDO Card is a card solution for NFC based applications. The StarSign® FIDO Card provides secure mobile authentication when combined with other existing solutions. The card supports enrolment of up to 20 fingers. The biometric fingerprint sensor ensures that only trusted individuals can access accounts. FIDO technology is an identity standard that ensures that only trusted individuals can access accounts.

StarSign® Software Authenticator

The StarSign® FIDO Software Authenticator is available on iOS and Android and on the move: in many different real-world scenarios, at home, at work and on the move. It supports hardware-created passwords – without remembering passwords – without passwords. The software authenticator makes it easy to secure physical and digital access, from home, at work and on the move.

StarSign® Watch

A hardware enabled for cutting-edge FIDO enabled security to protect every touch-based cryptographic operations at edge interoperability. The StarSign® FIDO Watch is a top-notch FIDO solution enabling access to physical systems or gates. Perfectly designed for work, life and home: besides FIDO, our solutions enable secure seamless access to secure physical and digital infrastructures alongside biometric authentication, may be the key …

Face-off

A biometric face reader with an eye on technology. The StarSign® Face-off is a hardware token device with a stylish round shape and coin-like dimensions and an uncomplicated sensor integration. The face reader is 100% waterproof and can be customized out of the box. It is fully flexible and is equipped with a biometric face sensor. The face reader is touchless, easy plug and play, and multi-account. The StarSign® Face-off is a passwordless solution for a variety of situations like secure desktop authentication and multi-account scenarios. The face reader typically uses fingerprint scanners or retinal readers. Biometric face authentication to authenticate identity – data about an individual, typically use fingerprint scanners or retinal readers. FIDO technology is an identity standard that ensures that only trusted individuals can access accounts.

About Giesecke+Devrient

Giesecke+Devrient is the world’s leading provider of technology and services for security-related critical infrastructures, including payments, identity, and connectivity technologies. Giesecke+Devrient is a global player in the technology and services market for security-related critical infrastructures, including payments, identity, and connectivity technologies. Giesecke+Devrient is a leading provider of technology and services for security-related critical infrastructures, including payments, identity, and connectivity technologies. Giesecke+Devrient is a leading provider of technology and services for security-related critical infrastructures, including payments, identity, and connectivity technologies.

G+S float to our physical and digital lives become more and more intertwined, it is the technology that protect and access to. So many parts of our lives depend on the ability to access and authenticate ourselves in physical and digital spaces. That also means connections and the latest of access and authentication technologies are essential. For our customers, that means cutting-edge FIDO enabled security to protect every touch-based cryptographic operations at edge interoperability.

Powering authentication

Using FIDO makes it easy to secure physical and digital access, from home, at work and on the move.

Secure mobile authentication: Secure mobile authentication is available on iOS and Android and on the move: in many different real-world scenarios, at home, at work and on the move. It supports hardware-created passwords – without passwords. The software authenticator makes it easy to secure physical and digital access, from home, at work and on the move.

Secure face authentication: Secure face authentication is available on iOS and Android and on the move: in many different real-world scenarios, at home, at work and on the move. It supports hardware-created passwords – without passwords. The software authenticator makes it easy to secure physical and digital access, from home, at work and on the move.

Secure online transaction: Secure online transaction is available on iOS and Android and on the move: in many different real-world scenarios, at home, at work and on the move. It supports hardware-created passwords – without passwords. The software authenticator makes it easy to secure physical and digital access, from home, at work and on the move.

Remote login: Secure remote login is available on iOS and Android and on the move: in many different real-world scenarios, at home, at work and on the move. It supports hardware-created passwords – without passwords. The software authenticator makes it easy to secure physical and digital access, from home, at work and on the move.

Introducing the StarSign® portfolio

The StarSign® portfolio, being part of Giesecke + Devrient’s wide range of applications, covers a turn-key end-to-end solution. Available in a variety of form factors, StarSign® solutions cover a wide range of applications. They can secure your business, no matter how complex the requirement: ensures that only trusted individuals can access accounts.

Benefits of the StarSign® portfolio

- Supports multiple credentials
- FIDO enabled for cutting-edge FIDO enabled security
- Face-off
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